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Fault tolerance is a hotspot of distributed computing, and the consensus 
problem is the most basic problem of fault tolerance. In the first part of this paper, 
we will explain the reason why the consensue problem becomes the basic 
problem of the fault tolerance and it’s study status in the passed decade.  
The FLP’s impossibility conclusion, which was given out by Fisher, Lynch 
and Patterson, shows that no algorithm can tolerant a crash fault in asynchronous 
system. This conclusion has pessimited many people for a long time. But after 
analyzed the conditions of this conclusion, someone found that the consensus 
problem can be solved in some special systems which we could got them by 
relaxing the asynchronous condition.  
After introducing the study status of the distributed consensus in the passed 
decade, we proposed a way of solving it through the solving of the fault-tolerant 
election problem. Because the election problem has been proved to be harder 
than the consensus problem, so we try to import some synchronous conditions, 
and solve the election problem in that system model we will introduce.  
Then, On the popular distributed middleware—CORBA, we proposed an 
architecture to solve the fault tolerance of the CORBA applications using the 
failure detectors. Currently, the implementation schemas by the vendors all have 
their limitations. In this paper, we will proposed an architecture of the 
fault-tolerant CORBA, which will use the OCI interfaces that were supplied by 
mostly CORBA systems. And the communication mechanism in this architecture 
will be the group communication.   
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第一章  分布式容错计算简介 
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第二章  分布式合意问题 
 
9
pc   
mb 
UU UF FF FU UU UF FF FU 
UU 0 0 N 0 0 0 N 0 
UF 0 0 N 0 1 N N 1 
FF N N N N N N N N 
FU 0 0 N N 0 0 N N 
 S=U S=F 
 
 由上表可以看出有四类 N-弹性的算法，但是改变任何一个参数，使其从


















































 下表给出了各种情况下的 Nmin（其中 Nmin表示存在某一个 t-弹性算法时
进程数目的最小值）： 
 
故障类型 同步 异步 
部分同步





失灵 t ∞ 2t+1 2t+1 t 
遗漏 t ∞ 2t+1 2t+1 [2t, 2t+1] 
带身份验证的拜
占庭故障 
t ∞ 3t+1 3t+1 2t+1 
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